Franklin Delano Roosevelt opened the doors of government for the socialist/globalists to apply their ‘planning’ techniques
upon unaware American citizens. Borders between Canada, Mexico, and the U.S.A. were to be eliminated as well as the
boundary lines separating the 48 states. Hawaii and Alaska had not yet become ‘states’. F.D.R’s National Resources
Planning Board in which this subversive planning for global government was engineered was declared ‘unconstitutional’ in
1942, and the NRPB was ordered to be closed down because of the vigorous outcry from patriotic people who learned what
F.D.R. was planning. The intent was to install a whole different foreign system of governing over the people of this nation.
The Congress was fearful of the exposure and they had to order the NRPB to be closed down. All funding was ordered by
the Congress to be stopped. As time passed, Roosevelt died and Harry Truman picked up the pen and signed the
Roosevelt/Hiss inspired United Nations Charter, which activated an international management system over the world.
When Eisenhower came into office he re-instituted the NRPB under a different name in 1959. It was then called the
“Advisory Commission of Intergovernmental Relations”. Funded by Rockefeller money, it spent scores of years drafting
model laws for statesmen and Congressmen to use which would gradually alter the system, seep its strength, and permit the
conversion of the U.S.A. into machinations as you see in maps such as above. The united “states” were to be replaced by a
totalitarian communitarian global management system. International transportation planning only is being shown above,
but the intent has been to take away land, cars, guns and American sovereignty and to integrate the people of these
countries not only economically, but in every facet of human relationship. You will not be allowed free use of your
automobile! Look for Canamex and the various Corridor maps also on the Internet. Treaties such as NAFTA, CAFTA,
FTAA make such sedition possible. This ‘super corridor’ will be 4 football fields wide. Eminent domain which will seize
people’s private land is endorsed by George Bush’s E.O. 13406. The East, West corridors are not shown here. Now you
may find various maps, maps not only revealing the plans for merging all the North American countries into one
government, but altering the whole world. Some candidates for election in the U.S.A. today push the global system upon
the unsuspecting people by calling it “democracy”. Landowners haven’t been able to catch on due to the political double
talk! Some people enjoy planning other people’s lives for them whether the victims want that kind of cradle-to-grave
tyrannical militarized government or not! How about you, my friend? Here is where your tax money has been going!
http://bearcreekledger.com/2006/06/27/nasconorth-americas-supercorridor-coalition-to-build-super-highway/

